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Crystal ball gazers are not the only ones who can tell the future. Anyone with specialist knowledge
in a specific field and an analytical mind can do just fine in the task of future sneak peak. And here,
the same is going to be done in the field of a website design company. Past year gave glimpses of
some trends that have strong possibility of being followed in the near future. Well, letâ€™s not keep you
on tenterhooks and head straight to the future!

Responsive Web Design

It is being predicted that responsive web designing is going to be a big player in the web future.
Those who donâ€™t know, responsive web design is used to create a website within a flexible grid,
eliminating the requirement of creating separate mobile versions for smaller devices. The website
reorients itself to fit into the browser being used and thus one platform caters to every device.
Responsive web designing becomes more crucial considering the fact that cell phones are going to
race ahead of personal computers in the field of internet access. When designers will realize its true
potential (which they are), everyone would be hasting to develop one. Website owners are going to
be the biggest benefactors of the trend, for they will save on big dollars initially being spent to
maintain different versions of the same platform. Flexible images are also going to play a gigantic
role, specialists say. If you are website development Company, time to get down to work!

HTML5 Usage by E-commerce Sites

An upgrade is not hailed as the â€˜next real thingâ€™ till it is able to entirely replace the older version. And
if popularity of HTML5 be looked at, it might do the same to HTML. The new version is becoming
the favorite child of designers and good old HTML might become a thing of the past. Though itâ€™s very
early to come to such a conclusion, HTML5 and CSS3 are being hailed as better platforms already,
especially in case of e-commerce platforms. It is being said that the newer versions have the
firepower to make the otherwise dull websites visually appealing.

Animation

Animation surely qualifies for the tag of late bloomer because it has been in the field of website
designing from a long time without its mark yet. But it is being suggested that animation is finally
ready to play a major role in website programming packages.  Designers are waking up to its eye
catching quality and with right strokes,  might finally be able to execute the killer blow.

Backgrounds

Itâ€™s about time to get rid of that dull white backgrounds and put on instead something pleasing to the
eye. Background images are being hailed as the gate-crashers of the future. With HTML up for a
facelift, appealing image backgrounds are not a faraway possibility. In addition to this, new fads are
bound to come, though only the ones with mettle with survive in the long run.

So, these are the fields in which a web design company might have to make a number of changes.
Better get started, designers!
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